It will he difficult to give anything like a fair and detailed report of the lectures introductoi'y of our current session at the various medical schools, without appearing to add another to the list. By most of those who profess an opinion in the matter of these inaugural addresses, it will be considered that on the afternoon of October 1st, 1860, there was a full sufficiency of prologue to the drama which has now, in midwinter, reached its climax of interest, and is still in course of enactment.
Certainly, the great bulk of the audience then assembled before the curtain would not care to be reminded of the preliminary part of the performance, at any interval of time short of the next sessional anniversary. Introductory lectures meet with small favour. No one owns to liking them. They " draw " well, they read and act well, " go off" well; but they don't work well. Nothing seems to come of them, and the lecturer generally registers a vow that the one delivered shall be his last. If not conceited and ill-conditioned, he is pretty sure to suffer a reaction from his laboured upward flights of thought and sentiment, in an uneasy sense of having had too much taken out of him in the time, in a semi-consciousness of having "got up" more than he has learned for the occasion, with a misgiving of having been " found out" in it. Especially is he alarmed at having kept all the talk to himself on matters which, if not altogether trite and conventional, those who listen are least inclined to accept on another's bidding. The boy-student, at the close of his audience of introduction, is left in a state of awe and hopeless bewilderment. His elder assessors rise from Reviews.
[Jan. their seats, depressed by hearing liow mucli more of attainment is expected from the rising generation after a three years' curriculum, than they have been able to lay up for themselves in any given number of lustra,?ashamed of their manifold deficiencies, aghast at the humiliation which they may expect to suffer in the consultations of their declining years. Reviews.
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lull is, as it would seem, complete. To the abuse and to the absurdity a check, through the press, has been already given. The cause is still on plea. In the meantime the high-toned remonstrance signed by the few with names, and the " many others" without, now circulating widely through the profession, will be made to serve as an advertisement for certain special hospitals and institutions, the least reputable of those which are summarily and in the mass condemned. The prevailing tone of our pathology, limited, partial, structural as it is, has much to do with the speciality of our hospitals as of our book-writing. The manly denunciation by Dr. Wilks of this inveterate perversion of our one great purpose, will be read with thoughtful interest, even by those who recover in his words the echo of their own, repeated with fruitless iteration through the space of long and distant years.
" He considered that the body was so fearfully and wonderfully made that it was impossible to treat one organ separately; and as regarded any additional knowledge of disease which was said to be obtained by the attention being directed to any particular form of malady, he much doubted if this was the case, since diseased conditions were so commingled that they could not be isolated; and taking cancer as an example, the selection of cases of this affection, as it attacks the external part of the body only, and isolating it from other morbid conditions from which it has no actual line of separation, appeared to him (Dr. Wilks) to be the very best method for remaining utterly ignorant of its nature Reviews.
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